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WORD FROM THE FOUNDER/ GDF FOUNDER

It is my pleasure to congratulate and wish all the best to GDF and all within/ with GDF on finalizing the 
process of establishing and registering GDF as a charitable trust, therefore all the best in the future in steering 
the path for more brighter, sustainable and safer future for all on local, regional and global level in almost all 
aspects of life … 

These words are coming in hard time for GDF as well for all on this planet, but at the same time in the 
moments when people from this planet had choose wisely their future path as a balanced development and a 
sum of old and new experiences’, future as a self governing peaceful collective brotherhood from still beautiful 
planet Earth, to prove itself in the first war, the war against war and injustice, and against fast destructive 
“unclean” development therefore against climate change,…, and to be a winner in already damaged 
environment, keeping safe at least some parts of these natural creation and beauty of itself for all, to keep safe 
part of itself which is talking about peaceful co-existence with respect, dignity and friendship towards all with 
gradually improving relationship between its’ members of the collective while maintaining and keeping their 
identity and traditional life style safe as well, use it for good for the rest, so the life on the planet will be truly 
colorful and healthy and wise. In that manner, people will be able to enjoy the beauty of this creation still in 
natural way and won’t be closing themselves in their own homes and shopping centers as well in the 
recreational areas etc. as in some alien space and time sealed containers because of climate change and many 
other various interconnected reasons, but will be free in mind body and spirit and as an integral part of this 
creation will be what they are supposed to be- masters of their own destiny and all living things on earth and in 
the heavens. …

For the first time in mans’ short history, it is obvious that slower and well-balanced creative development 
between old and new way of living and life style, is crucial for our survival as well for survival of everything 
else on this planet. People should learn from this and keep that experience safe for their next generations yet to 
come, so they will need safe time and space for their next generations and so on. This should be respected 
because all wars and atrocities that took so many lives are just a fraction of the price that man and women from 
Earth have payed and are paying for better and safer tomorrow of their own generations- for us and for you as 
well…  

GDF has an essential role and that is to bring valid and useful civil society related model for organizational 
structure on local and regional i.e. global level, which should / could be incorporated anywhere on earth on 
local- global level, incorporating or be incorporated with other related umbrella organizations from civil sector 
while maintaining ties and life fruitful relations with other government- non government, as well faith and 
religious organizations, and private/ business corporate or / and social enterprise sector organizations, in 
maintaining and developing modernizations and keeping well, the sustainable balanced development of the 
world and mankind- alone and/ or within UN structure of governance. All that is based on more than 20 years 
of experience in related areas …. Unfortunately due to hardship on global level, many of activities will be 
developing at slower pace and with alternative functional and organizational outcomes on times. Overall 
however, it is essential for making and keeping balanced development in the civil society sector of mankind, 
now and in the future.

May peace prevail on Earth for Ever and Ever    

With All My Love Truth & Light

Dr. Vasko M. Najdovski

GDF Founder


